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Chapter 3: HARMONY, CHORDS, AND FUNCTION 

 

 Imagine you are an alien researcher on assignment to study the Western Classical music 

tradition. As a complete newcomer to human musical systems, you decide your first order of business is 

to peruse several textbooks and treatises to get a general idea of how this music works. You see that since 

the likes of Zarlino (1558) and Lippius (1612) over four centuries ago, theorists have understood triadic 

harmonies as something like the building blocks of this repertoire. The vast majority of contemporary 

textbooks seem to agree with this approach, as they mostly rely on a basic tonal vocabulary of diatonic 

triads and seventh chords, using Roman numerals to signal the rooted triads underpinning this music’s 

harmonic events. You find that even theories that dissent from this traditional Roman numeral usage 

still rely on some basic conception of the triad as foundational to tonality (Riemann 1917, Harrison 

1994, Quinn 2005).1 

 Imagine your surprise when your ship’s computer begins to process this repertoire only to find 

that most pitch sets that occur in this music are neither triads nor seventh chords. You look on in 

disbelief as the computer tallies the pitch simultaneities that occur on the surface of Western European 

art music in the common-practice era, and outputs Figure 1. After dividing the pitch events contained in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 While a historical review of Roman numerals in music theory is outside the scope of this chapter, it bears noting that the 
predominance of this language was certainly not always the case, especially when Roman numerals – and even the triadic 
basis of tonal harmony – were relatively new ways of conceptualizing tonal music. Advocated first by Vogler 1776, Momigny 
1806, and then Weber 1817 and Reicha 1818, Roman numerals were vehemently challenged by Hugo Riemann: lobbying for 
his functional notation, in 1917 he wrote that “the Roman numeral method is being more and more marginalized as 
outmoded.” (This passage is quoted in Dahlhaus et al. 2009.) Riemann’s assessment turned out to be false, and Roman 
numerals have existed essentially in their Reich-ian form, such that “the inessential notes of the piece are eliminated,” leaving 
the triadic “essential notes” with the numerals showing “the fundamentals [roots] of the chord.” (Reicha 1818, again quoted 
in Dahlhaus et al. 2009.) 
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the Yale Classical Archives Corpus (a corpus I will introduce in more depth below) into tertian (triads 

and seventh chords) versus non-tertian sonorities, you see that only 35% of the corpus’s events involve a 

triad or seventh. A shocking 65% do not.  

 

Fig. 1: Tertian versus non-tertian sonorities in the YCAC 

 

 After a moment of scratching your (Martian version of a) head, you remember that human 

learning and communication depends upon discernable and predictable statistical properties. Clearly, 

humans have believed for centuries that this tertian minority of musical events is somehow fundamental 

to tonal composition, listening, and learning: the people who produce, listen to, and study this repertoire 

seem to intuit triads and seventh chords as tonal music’s foundational vocabulary and grammar.  You 

reason that if they learn, interpret, and deploy the language of tonality by using third-based harmonies, 

then tertian harmonies must have some special characteristics. If they make sense of the events within 

Figure 1’s 65% slice by relating or reducing them to some simpler and cleaner system of triads and 
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seventh chords, then chords within that simple and clean system must have distinctive, learnable, and 

consistent statistical properties.2  

 You program your computer to reexamine the music’s surface events. You begin looking for 

statistical properties that explain how human composers and listeners might map between the complex 

musical surface and the simple vocabularies and grammars you found in their textbooks and treatises. 

You search for ways that audiences might learn these simple vocabularies after being exposed to such 

variegated surface statistics. You try to figure out why that 35% of chords is so important.  

 This chapter will build such a model of tonal harmony “from the ground up,” using only 

observable properties of the musical surface, essentially tracing our extraterrestrial observer’s research 

program. Beginning with no preconceptions about tonal harmony, I assemble a harmonic vocabulary 

and grammar step by step using the statistical properties of a corpus of tonal music. In the end, my 

model will show that different vocabularies of differing granularity can be derived from a corpus. In Step 

1, I make some basic observations, describing what scale degree sets, set classes, and progressions 

happen most frequently on the surface of a tonal corpus. This will give us an overview of the kinds of 

events that occur within the most “raw” of musical surface data. Step 2a identifies some recurrent 

properties of this surface data, and Step 2b uses these properties to implement a machine-learning 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 There have been several corpus studies of Roman-numeral syntax in the field of music theory (including McHose 1947, 
Pardo and Birmingham 1999, Huron 2006, Rohrmeier and Cross 2008, Temperley 2009, and Tymozcko 2011, among others). 
Each of these studies uses datasets of human-made musical analyses or uses data-mining procedures that assume a triadic 
Roman-numeral vocabulary a priori to the study. As it is our goal to investigate the foundations of this generally-assumed 
triadic vocabulary, the current work makes no such assumptions, using instead a series of unanalyzed surface verticalities. 
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algorithm that maps raw surface data onto a “reduced” and simplified vocabulary.3 This model assumes 

only that events that are more frequent and more contextually predictable – the underpinnings of 

learnable statistical systems as outlined in Chapter 1 – are more fundamental to a formal language. 

Following our musical intuitions, this “reduced” formal language will primarily involve triads and 

seventh chords. Step 3 is then a “sanity check” that validates the results against textbook models of tonal 

syntax: I find my results reasonably approximate how music theorists teach and talk about tonal 

harmony. Before progressing to the next step, I provide a brief analysis to show the reduction method in 

action. Step 4 shows how groups of chords within this grammar act in similar ways, evoking the music 

theoretical concept of harmonic function. Step 5 further reduces the chordal vocabulary by considering 

chords that are connected to one another through parsimonious voiceleading as equivalent, a step which 

again interacts with notions of harmonic function. I then indulge in a second short analytical exercise to 

observe this more aggressive reduction process at work. Step 6 shows how the statistical properties used 

in these methods can construct a hierarchy of chords within a tonal vocabulary and recover notions of 

dissonance from my corpus modeling. Step 7 then repeats the reduction methods using other corpora to 

illustrate how chord vocabularies and grammars can change between different styles and time periods, 

suggesting that a tonal vocabulary can be instantiated differently by different sub-sections of the tonal 

tradition. I end by describing how these analyses can be connected to music psychology, and how this 

work can interact with music theory pedagogy.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 In other words, I will approach harmonic grammar using Chapter 1’s Martian Effect, alienating the process from 
preconceptions about triadic harmony to better understand the statistical underpinnings of tonal chord grammars and to 
show the properties of corpora we emphasize when adopting such grammars. 
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This Chapter’s Corpus  

 Because I am interested in surface events in this chapter, I will primarily be using the Yale 

Classical Archives corpus (YCAC). The YCAC is the result of a collaboration between myself and Ian 

Quinn (2016), and contains harmonic and rhythmic information for a dataset of Western European 

Classical art music drawn from classicalarchives.com, a repository of thousands of user-generated MIDI 

representations of pieces from several periods of Western European music history. The pieces in the 

corpus date from 1650 to 1949, with 1700–1900 being the most heavily populated (in those two centuries 

each 50-year period contains around 2000 files, while the bookending half-centuries contain around 

750). The corpus also includes metadata for each MIDI file, as well as a list of pitch simultaneities 

corresponding to each moment a note is added or subtracted from the texture in the MIDI file, what I 

will call “slices.” These slices capture very fine-grained surface events, from each note struck in a 

melody, to every pitch of an Alberti bass pattern, to each turn of a trill. Metadata include the piece’s 

composer, the composer’s country of origin, date of composition, genre (e.g., symphony, piano sonata, 

nocturne, etc.), instrumentation, meter, and key. Each harmonic event records the event’s onset 

(measured in the number of quarter notes separating the event from the file's beginning), highest pitch, 

lowest pitch, prime form, scale-degrees in relation to the global key (as determined by experts), and local 
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key information (as determined by a windowed key-profile analysis).4 The corpus contains 13,769 MIDI 

files by 571 composers yielding over 14,051,144 vertical slices. All files were used. 

 While the YCAC represents scale-degrees using a chromatic modulo-12 universe (such that the 

tonic scale degree would be 0, the dominant 7, and the leading tone 11), this chapter will use traditional 

scale degree numbers (such that tonic would be 1, dominant 5, and the leading tone 7). When sets make 

a triad or seventh chord, I use a Roman numeral to designate that harmony; but, when the set does not 

conform to this nomenclature, I show it as a bracketed set. Therefore, while a major tonic triad would be 

represented as “I,” a tonic triad that omits its fifth would be <1, 3>. Throughout, I also ignore inversion: 

while chord inversions doubtlessly contain syntactic information, for this corpus analysis I take the 

simplifying step of grouping all orders and permutations of scale-degree sets as instantiating the same 

harmony.  

 

Step 1: Frequency and predictability in the YCAC 

 Figures 2-4 exemplify those statistics that our alien observer would initially be confronted with 

when processing a corpus drawn from musical surfaces. Figures 2 and 3 show the relative frequency of 

all verticalities in the YCAC, and Figure 4 shows a contextual property of the dataset, the slices which 

most frequently follow V (I include all that follow V greater than 2% of the time), with the relative sizes 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 The YCAC uses the term “offset” to mean the moment some pitch event occurs (i.e., how far offset that moment is from the 
beginning of the piece). 
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of the arrows showing the frequency of a progression.5 Again, recognizable sets are represented as 

Roman numerals, while non-traditional sets are represented using scale degree sets (e.g., an incomplete 

V7 would become <4, 5, 7>). Throughout this chapter, I adopt a modal agnosticism, grouping all chordal 

data into one large dataset.6 (NB: recall that these pc sets are reckoned not by the global key, but by the 

local key as determined by the key-finding algorithm described above and noted in the YCAC’s data.)7 

 

 

Fig. 2: The 25 most frequent chords in the YCAC raw vocabulary (60% of all chord events) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 The raw transitions do not include points of modulation, such that a slice moving to a slice in another key would not be 
counted. 
6 Importantly, this will allow for across-mode analysis and modeling in the processes described below. However, as might be 
expected, this will favor major-mode vocabularies. 65% of pieces in our corpus begin in the major mode, and 82% of all non-
ambiguous slices are in major. 
7 The specific peculiarities of the key-finding algorithm influence the chords in the distribution. For instance, if the algorithm 
is not particularly aggressive in noting modulations to parallel and relative minor keys, which therefore means that lowered 
mediant, submediant, and subtonic scale degrees arise more in the YCAC than they might otherwise.  
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Fig. 3: The distribution of prime forms in YCAC’s raw vocabulary 

 

Fig. 4: Transitions from V > 2% in the YCAC 

 

 These statistics represent the raw vocabulary of the YCAC: they have immediate proximity to 

the musical surface, and as such, they are a relatively theory-agnostic and minimally organized 
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representation of the corpus’s scale-degree sets.8 In a basic way, these chords and chord progressions 

constitute the vocabulary and grammar of a basic formal language, or at least a rudimentary system of 

musical expectations. Figure 4 could be read, for instance, as capturing the normative behavior of a V 

chord, showing which progressions are expected and which are surprising. 

 

Step 2a: Some recurrent properties of the raw vocabulary that can be used to create a “reduced” vocabulary 

 While the previous analyses would have taught our alien scholar something about tonal musical 

surfaces, they (the alien scholar) would be no closer to understanding how these statistics connect to 

some simpler, textbook model. This raw vocabulary is disorderly and unintuitive. The distribution 

involves both traditional and non-traditional scale-degree sets, and is also highly divided: no individual 

chord appears more than 6.4% of the time. Looking at these data, it is not immediately obvious that this 

kind of corpus analysis can show anything more than how statistically messy actual musical surfaces can 

be.9  

 There are, however, interesting and sophisticated recurrent properties in this dataset, properties 

our Martian observer might use to get closer to their goal. Namely, certain set classes appear more 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 When compiling the YCAC’s harmonic slices for the raw vocabulary, three simplifying assumptions were made. First, if a 
set of less-than-three notes was adjacent to its superset, the subset was ignored. For instance, if the single pitch <C> preceded 
<C, E, G>, the former was deleted. Second, as mentioned, all repeated sonorities were ignored.  Third, as also discussed above, 
each slice was compiled as an unordered set of scale degrees. This means that all inversions of, say, V would be considered 
equivalent, but V and V7 would be distinguished. (While naturally this introduces problematic equivalencies – we would 
intuit that V6 and V occur in different contexts – introducing chord inversions into the dataset creates linearly more sets and 
exponentially more transitions between those sets, making the following processes computationally prohibitive.) 
9 There are certainly more insights to be gleaned from the raw surface statistics: Quinn (2010) primarily focuses on such 
surface structures, as do I in the previous chapter and in some previous work (2014). But if we are looking for statistical 
regularities that are both learnable and communicable, the complexities of this raw dataset might be prohibitive, a topic to 
which I return at the end of this chapter. 
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frequently and certain groups of chords with similar scale-degree constituencies seem to appear in the 

same location. Perusing Figures 2-4, note that those sets outside of traditional Roman-numeral-style 

vocabularies tend to be subsets or supersets of tertian chords, and that those triads and sevenths tend to 

appear more frequently in the distributions. Figure 2, for instance, shows sets <1, 3>, <1, 5>, and <3, 5> 

each appearing less frequently than does a tonic triad, their superset. Excluding singletons, recognizable 

chords like I, V, V7, and IV all appear more often than their subsets and supersets. Note also that the 

scale-degree sets that follow a V chord in Figure 4 tend to have similar constellations of scale degrees. 

These chords are mostly subsets, supersets, or some close relation to a tonic or dominant triad.  

 If certain sets appear more frequently than others, and the sets with the same kinds of scale 

degrees occur in similar contextual locations, then it follows that we – and our hypothetical 

extraterrestrial scientist – could create equivalence classes based on the chords’ contextual and scale-

degree similarities. We could hypothesize that while the musical surface comprises the many specific 

behaviors of the vast diversity of possible tonal scale-degree sets, this diversity could be organized into a 

smaller array of general cases by exploiting these kinds of behavioral and scale-degree similarities. If the 

surface provides a raw vocabulary, than this categorization would provide a “reduced” vocabulary, a 

smaller set of chord types to which each individual surface token might be related.10  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 We could analogize the relationship between the raw and reduced vocabularies with language: while there are many ways to 
pronounce a word (different accents, phonemes, emphases, etc.), each have their own unique subtle meanings and proprieties 
in different situations; a more broad conception of the spoken vocabulary would relate all of these different manifestations 
under the same category of a single word. This analogy, however, breaks when we notice that there are certain constellations 
of scale degrees –some fundamental content– that connect a particular chord’s surface manifestation (or, token) to its 
reduced version (or, type). Unlike a chords where, say, the use of the leading tone indicates some inherent property of that 
chord, linguistic words contain sounds that are generally arbitrary. The fact that “cat” contains a “k” sound does not 
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 To computationally formalize these equivalencies, we will be relying on two concepts: similarity 

of context and similarity of content. Content similarities result from the scale-degree constituency of two 

sets being related in some way (e.g., a chord is a subset of another chord), while contextual similarities 

result from two sets occurring in similar progressions (one chord often occurs at the same location in 

chord progressions as another chord). Claiming an equivalency between the I and the <1, 3> nodes in 

Figure 4 would rely on both these concepts: both sets follow a V chord, and the latter is a subset of the 

former. To computationally formalize this, we would replace an event in the raw YCAC with sets that are 

both more contextually probable and have similar scale-degree contents. A particular <1, 3> that follows 

a V chord could be “reduced” to a I chord, because the latter occurs in the same context with a greater 

probability while also sharing almost all scale degrees. In other words, certain sets seem to be favored 

within a vocabulary’s frequency and its grammar. Some sets a) occur more frequently than their subsets 

and supersets, and b) appear in same contextual location as these subsets and supersets. These favored 

sets, then, could be considered members of the reduced vocabulary.  

 There is much more to say about the computational reduction process, but I want to highlight 

two additional aspects of the reduction formalization we will need to distinguish between: replacement 

versus prolongation. Both concepts are well ensconced in music theory and analysis. The former 

involves the idea that a raw token stands in for a reduced type. When Riemann discusses 

Scheinkonsonzen, in which a chord is only an “apparent consonance” and is instead a transformation of 

(read: stand-in for) another triad, this would invoke the concept of replacement (Riemann 1919). On the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
contribute to its identity as a noun. This topic is broached in Temperley (2001: 345-8), and I return to this topic in more 
depth in my chapter on harmonic function. 
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other hand, the latter concept includes claims about linear events all instantiating the same event type. 

When Schenker discusses the process of Auskomponierung, in which several adjacent surface event types 

“compose out” or contrapuntally elaborate some background token, he is invoking the concept of 

prolongation. The same concepts are at work here. In a replacement, a less frequent member of the raw 

vocabulary swaps for a contextually similar and more frequent chord. When we interpret a set like <1, 

3> or <5, 7> as incomplete I and V chords, we are engaging in this kind of logic. Prolongation, on the 

other hand, involves glomming together adjacent events to create a more expected chord. If a theorist 

interprets a singleton <1> as part of a previous tonic triad, or interprets a V triad followed by a V7 as the 

same harmonic event, they are engaging in prolongational logic.11  

 Consider a couple of informal/intuitive examples of these subset/superset relationships as 

applied to analysis. Figure 5 shows a series of YCAC slices from a Mozart excerpt. The boxes show the 

slices and their scale-degree constituency in C major. Note that no resulting set is an actual triad and that 

the remaining sets are dyads or singletons. If we remove repeats and sets that are subsets of their 

surrounding more-probable sets, we produce the progression of the second row of the example (this 

would be an example of “prolongational” logic). The sets now can be related to (and potentially replaced 

by) more-frequent chords. While the first two slices ( <1, 3> and <2, 4> ) have relatively high 

probabilities of occurrence in the raw dataset (note that they both appear in Figure 2), by adding scale 

degrees to complete the triads, the pair will increase its probability of occurrence. The example adds 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  I also added a two heuristics designed to weight the final distribution toward chords progressions rather than singletons 
and repeated chords. If a set of less-than-three notes was adjacent to its superset, the subset was ignored. For instance, if the 
single pitch <C> preceded <C, E, G>, the former was deleted. Second, all repeated sonorities were ignored.	  
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scale degrees to transform the observed sets into these more probable supersets. Again removing repeats, 

we are left with the final row of the sequence, a series that uses chords and progressions that are more 

frequent in the YCAC’s distribution. 

 

Fig. 5: A sample reduction using subset/superset relationships in Mozart K. 279 

 

 Figure 6 provides another example.  The top row shows the set <1, b3, 4, b6> (i.e., a iv7). This 

moment is a superset of the far more likely iv triad. <b3> (or, what a musician would see as a dissonant 

seventh) can be deleted to produce the “reduced” iv chord. Somewhat more sophisticatedly, the <b3, 5, 

7> trichord is a superset of the more probable dyad <5, 7>, which itself is a subset of the following V7 

chord.  
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Fig. 6: A parsed version of Chopin Op 29, no 20, m. 1. 

  

 At this point, we have used subset/superset relationships and replacement/prolongational logic 

to produce a more manageable and more intuitive series of harmonies. While this has worked on an ad 

hoc and intuitive basis, we – along with our alien researcher – are interested in a computational system 

that can process a corpus of surface data and can produce a more textbook tonal vocabulary and 

grammar. The following section formalizes such a process by describing a general algorithm that parses 

a raw surface and outputs a reduced harmonic vocabulary and formal language. 
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Step 2b: A Formal Model for Reduction 

 Consider Figure 7. The figure shows a chord’s frequency by its relative font size and shows sub- 

and superset relations with arrows. Less-probable chord structures map onto their more probable 

subsets and supersets, with multiple recursive steps creating a network of sets that all eventually map 

onto one central, most probable chord. For instance, <2, 4> is a subset of the more probable viio, which is 

itself is a subset of the yet more probable V7 which itself is a superset of the most-probable V chord. If 

<2, 4> occurs on a musical surface, then, this network would consider it expressing a “V” chord given 

this network of relationships.  

 

Fig. 7: The V reduction network, with connections to the ii and iii networks  

 

 But, expressing the other half of the content/context dichotomy, an event’s context would also 

need to be taken into consideration. <2, 4> is also a subset of the ii chord. Intuitively, we would imagine 

this dyad being reduced to a V chord if it, say, follows a <5, 7> dyad and proceeds a I chord; but, if the 

dyad appears as it does in Figure 5 (i.e., it functions as a traditional “subdominant”), we would likely 

prefer to relate it to the ii chord.  
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 We might imagine these content/context mappings using the metaphors of gravity and planet 

formation. Initially, considering no equivalencies, each pitch set culled from the raw musical surface 

floats in a cloud of syntactic chaos, unrelated to any other slice. When we introduce equivalencies into 

the space – here, subset/superset relationships and contextual similarities – we introduce gravitational 

pulls between these slices. Chords that act the same way and share scale degrees are drawn toward each 

other, fusing to create classes of chords. These fused planetoids of contextually-related slices comprise a 

simpler syntactic system: a simpler vocabulary of chords that adheres more readily to traditional notions 

of harmony.   

 To create the contextual side of this logic – to know what chords exert more contextual gravity 

than others – we can use a probabilistic model. This chapter uses the same two-chord progressions (or, 

“bigrams”) as Chapter 1: the probability of a chord occurring at a particular timepoint is contingent 

upon the number of times the model has observed that particular chord following the previous chord 

within a corpus. In other words, the probability of a chord occurring is proportional to how frequently 

that chord follows the previous chord in some corpus.  On the other hand, to know how much gravity is 

exerted by chords’ similarity of content, we can simply use the scale-degree overlap between two chords: 

the more scale degrees are shared between two chords, the more pull that connection has in a relational 

network.  (To see a formalization of this process, see the chapter’s appendix.) 

 Figures 8-11 show the results of implementing such an algorithm on the raw YCAC vocabulary, 

mapping the YCAC’s surface pitch structures onto structures that, within the YCAC, are more 

contextually probable while being related by scale-degree overlap. 
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 Figure 8 shows the top 20 chords in this reduced vocabulary. Note that now these 20 chords 

comprise 85% of the corpus’ total probability mass, reflecting a far more limited vocabulary than that of 

Figure 1: while the I chord occurred slightly more than 6% of the time in the raw vocabulary, it now 

occupies almost 20% of the probability distribution; the tonic and dominant triads together now occupy 

over 52% of the probability mass while they comprise less than 11% of surface events in the raw YCAC. 

Figure 9 illustrates similar constraint within the prime forms of the reduced vocabulary. Now, with the 

exception of singletons, every structure more than 3% probable is a triad or seventh chord. Figure 10 

shows each chord to which V progresses in the reduced vocabulary (with probability > 2%). Compared 

to Figure 4’s twelve options, now there are only nine options, with the most probable transitions being 

much more frequent than those of Figure 3 (V goes to I almost 40% of the time compared to Figure 3’s 

12%).  

 

  

Fig. 8: Chord Vocabulary Reduced from the YCAC (88% of all chord events)  
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Fig. 9: YCAC Reduced Prime Forms 

 

Fig. 10: YCAC Reduced Transitions from V  

 

 In sum, mapping chords onto their more contextually-probable subsets and supersets produces 

a simpler chordal vocabulary that appears to heavily favor diatonic triads. This combination of corpus 

analysis and computational modeling yields two main insights into tonal corpora: first, diatonic triads 
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tend to exist with a higher frequency than do other sets; second, their subsets and supersets occur with a 

lesser frequency but in contextually similar positions.  

But again, am I not overcomplicating and over-explaining what music theory has known for centuries? 

On the contrary, this analysis uniquely formalizes the kinds of assumptions we make and what 

characteristics of a corpus we rely upon when we assume the syntactic supremacy of triads and sevenths 

or that tonal music uses an underlying tertian vocabulary. By computationally modeling this reduction 

process, I am potentially identifying strategies used by listeners, composers, and learners when parsing 

and categorizing the events of a musical surface. 

 Additionally, this modeling can also cause us to reinvestigate the primacy of the triad, given that 

this process produces several unintuitive results. Most obviously, two non-triadic chords appear in the 

distribution of Figure 8, <1, 5, 6> and <1, 2, 5>. This means that both these structures and their subsets 

and supersets appear with enough frequency and contextual regularity to become vocabulary items 

within the reduction process. These chords are ostensibly “predominants”: both are preceded by a 

variety of chords (I, i, IV, V, etc.), but the former overwhelmingly proceeds to V (98.14% percent); the 

latter proceeds to I, i, vii, or V (40.34%, 18.58%, 17.79%, and 16.92% respectively).  

 (In this chapter’s appendix, I dive further into how these chords act and are derived, and it both 

gives an interesting insight into the model’s inner workings and illustrates some surprising-yet-

consistent properties of tonal harmony identified by this model.) 

  In addition to these non-tertian sets, several applied chords are also present in the vocabulary. 

Their inclusion means that these non-diatonic triads and seventh chords appear frequently enough and 
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with sufficient contextual regularity that they have created their own equivalency networks – their own 

“centers of gravity” – to which other chords are consistently related by the reduction process. This result 

calls into question the primacy of diatonic scale degrees as the primary conveyors of tonal vocabulary 

and grammar. 

 However, these chromatic and non-tertian sets are the minority. Most chords that recur with 

enough consistency in the same context as their sub- and supersets are diatonic triads and seventh 

chords. From a theoretic perspective, we can say that the focal points of contextual/scale-degree-overlap 

networks like those shown in Figure 7 capture something akin to “Roman numerals” in the music-

theory classroom: they describe the basic building blocks of a tonal composition, and provide the 

vocabulary for a system of musical expression or communication. In other words, this reduction process 

suggests ways that triads and seventh chords might undergird a formal language of tonal music. 

 

Step 3: A Sanity Check to Verify the Model Against Human-made Models 

 At this point, the Martian scholar would be quite pleased with themself. They have taken the 

difficult and confusing hodgepodge that is the musical surface and derived a simpler vocabulary and 

grammar using principles known to be important to human communication and learning. 

 But, glancing to the stack of recently-perused harmony textbooks, the alien would begin to 

doubt themself. Does this corpus-derived vocabulary and grammar actually cohere to humans’ musical 

experiences, to compositional intuitions, or to theorists’ expert knowledge? We would imagine our 
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otherworldly spectator devising an extraterrestrial “sanity check” to compare the reduced vocabulary to 

models present in that looming stack of textbooks and treatises.  

 In what follows, I outline this sanity check, comparing the output of the reduction method to 

corpora of human-produced triadic analyses. This section compares and contrasts my reduction model 

to five models used in contemporary music theory and cognition research. In particular, I’m testing my 

data-driven reduced model by seeing how well it predicts (i.e., assigns probabilities to) a series of 

“ground truth” harmonic analyses, namely other chord-progression models derived from human-

labeled analyses. This will allow me to observe whether the reduction process produces prototypical 

chord categories similar to the ones musicians and theorists actually use, and whether the process 

identifies how these prototypes move to one another.12  

 The five models include three Western-European common-practice models and two models 

drawn from a decidedly different repertoire– American 20th-century popular music. Each model uses 

bigrams (the same chord progression systems as used above). I name each model after the author(s) and 

source behind its dataset: the three common-practice models are the Tymoczko-Bach, the Quinn-

YCAC, and the Temperley-Kostka-Payne; the popular music models are the deClercq-Temperley and 

the McGill-Billboard. The Tymoczko-Bach corpus comprises the datasets reported in Tymoczko (2011). 

This source uses hand-analyzed Bach chorales and tallies how frequently each diatonic Roman numeral 

moves to each other. This model’s vocabulary includes triads on the standard major scale degrees with 

the addition of those on the minor third and minor sixth scale degrees as well, producing a total of nine 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Much of this research originally appeared in White (2018). 
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chords.13 The 2-chord transitions of the Temperley-Kostka-Payne corpus are those reported in 

Temperley (2009) and are drawn from the harmonic analyses within the instructor’s edition to the 

Kostka-Payne harmony textbook. This corpus involves only root information and the mode of the 

excerpt, totaling 919 annotations. (Here, V7, V, and v would all be represented as ^5, conflating chords 

that are distinguished in several of the other models. I discuss how I deal with these inconsistencies 

below.)14 The Quinn-YCAC, the largest corpus used here, is comprised of transitions between each 

chord in the YCAC in the manner of Quinn (2010). (Recall that the “chords” here consist of this 

corpus’s slices, those verticalities arising each time a pitch is added or subtracted from the texture.)15  

 The two popular music models were similarly derived. The deClercq-Temperley model uses the 

same annotations as the Kostka-Payne corpus (chord roots without modal or figure designations), but is 

drawn from a corpus of popular music (deClercq and Temperley 2011). Finally, the McGill-Billboard 

corpus uses key-centered leadsheet notations, thereby introducing seventh chords, incomplete chords, 

and dissonances into its vocabulary (Burgoyne, Wild, and Fujinaga 2011). Its vocabulary includes 638 

distinct chords. (Given that they represent a vastly different musical style, selecting popular music 

corpora may seem unusual; however, their difference will provide a useful guidepost for assessing other 

models. That is, if a supposedly common-practice model acts similarly to a popular-music corpus, this 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 Tymoczko delineates his models by mode; but, since the current model operates by agglomerating both modes, I combine 
his two datasets into one. More details on this method can be found in White (2016).  
14 Two other peculiarities should be noted. The corpus also includes chords with no discernible root (often augmented 6th 
chords and passing chords) within the corpus; these are removed. The corpus designates chords by their root shown as 
chromatic scale degrees, such that chords on the minor mediant and on the raised supertonic would both be represented as 
having the same chromatic root. 
15 Bigrams that occurred less than 3 times in the corpus were discarded to simplify the model (following Quinn and 
Mavromatis 2011).  
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would call that model into question.) Finally, I refer to the harmonic model produced using the above 

procedure as the “Reduced YCAC” model. 

 The Kostka-Payne harmony textbook was used as a ground truth; the Temperley-Kostka-Payne 

corpus was therefore treated as the baseline from which to compare other models. I then use cross 

entropy to compare each model to this baseline (recall from chapter 1 that the higher the cross entropy, 

the more “surprised” a model is by what it is observing).16 However, the varying sizes and components 

of each model’s harmonic vocabulary make a single cross entropy measurement insufficient – trying to 

compare apples to oranges requires multifaceted descriptors. Therefore, two differently-executed cross 

entropy measurements were taken, along with two additional supplemental values. These two 

approaches represent different ways of dealing with zero-probability events, or progressions that are in 

the Temperley-Kostka-Payne corpus but not present in one of the models. (Since these models assign 

probabilities based on the number of times they’ve seen something before, when they observe something 

they have never seen before, that event is assigned a probability of zero, a value very difficult to work 

with in multiplicative and logarithmic computations!) The first solution uses what informatics 

researchers call “smoothing”: the with-smoothing cross entropy measurement ascribes a very low 

probability (but not zero!) to all such zero-probability events.17 These smoothed non-zero probabilities 

will penalize the model if it has less overlap with its observed chord progressions, yielding a higher cross 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Since many corpora had somewhat different definitions of a “chord,” the most frequent chord in the assessing corpus was 
identified with each of the Kostka-Payne chord roots. For instance, when the Quinn-YCAC was used for the cross-entropy 
measurements, its most frequent chord with a dominant root, V7, was mapped onto each of the Kostka-Payne ^5 annotations; 
for the Tymoczko-Bach, V was used, and so on. Also, by conforming to models to one another rather than using actual 
musical passages, we sidestep the thorny problem of modulation: the predictive model is only ever observing another 
predictions of model’s within-key diatonic progressions.  
17 This was done using the Laplace smoothing method, with an additive factor of 1 (Jurafsky and Martin 2000). 
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entropy (or, more “surprise”). The second cross entropy measurement, which does not involve 

smoothing, ignores those bigrams that the model has never seen before, passing over them as its 

probability assessments are made. This approach captures how well each model performs when its 

vocabulary and bigrams overlap with those of the Kostka-Payne observations; however, if a model 

overlaps with the observed chord progressions only during high probability events, the cross entropy is 

relatively low (i.e., it has a low “surprise” in terms of its model), while the process ignores most of the 

observed sequence. Therefore, to observe the amount of overlap between corpora, the percentage of the 

Kostka-Payne bigrams excluded in the without-smoothing measurement was calculated as the 

“exclusion rate.” Finally, the size of each model’s chord vocabulary was also represented.18  

 As a baseline, the Kostka-Payne model assessed itself as well. Using a corpus’s statistics to assess 

its own data is not strictly a cross-entropy measurement, but rather a measurement that captures the 

corpus’s overall complexity – more akin to entropy (again, used in chapter 1). In this measurement a 

more complex system will have more trouble predicting itself than will a simple system. This self-

assessment will then let us ask how much better or worse other models predict the Kostka-Payne corpus 

versus the corpus’s own predictions of itself. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 These four values together provide a multifaceted depiction of a model’s similarity to the observed analyses. Two low cross-
entropy values with a low exclusion percentage would indicate that the model successfully predicts the observed chord 
progressions using parameters that overlap with those of the observation stream, while a low without-smoothing cross 
entropy coupled with a high smoothed value indicates that the model predicts a fraction of the observed progressions very 
well, but cannot account for a large portion of them. Finally, the number of vocabulary items will help capture each model’s 
relative complexity: a low smoothed cross entropy derived from a model with a large vocabulary is unsurprising, given that a 
complex model would be expected to account for any number of surface progressions. On the other hand, a low smoothed 
cross entropy from a smaller model would indicate an economy within its vocabulary, with its small vocabulary accounting 
for a large portion of the observed chord progressions. 
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 Figure 11 shows cross-entropy quantities for the six models used to assess the Kostka-Payne 

bigrams, allowing for one to see whether, in fact, the Reduced YCAC model creates chord progressions 

that have a relationship to the Kostka-Payne textbook comparable to other tonal models. The first group 

of bars shows the Kostka-Payne corpus predicting itself, returning both cross entropies of 2.4. Since the 

model and the observations are identical, the observations would never present the model with 

“impossible” bigrams: therefore, 100% of the corpus is used in the first cross-entropy value (yielding a 

0% exclusion rate), and since no smoothing is necessary, the second value is identical.  

 

Fig. 11: Cross entropy results for each corpus-based model 

 

 The Quinn-YCAC model provides the lowest percentage of exclusion, indicating that very few of 

the Kostka-Payne bigrams are not present in its model. This low exclusion is not surprising given that 

the model has such a large vocabulary of slices. The model’s size also can account for its relatively high 

unsmoothed and smoothed cross entropies, 3.4 and 4.0, respectively: with its probability mass divided 

among its large vocabulary of slices, the probabilities it assesses will be relatively low. In contrast, the 
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Tymoczko-Bach model produces a high exclusion rate and considerably different smoothed and 

unsmoothed cross entropies due to the size of the model. Since it uses only diatonic triads, the model 

assesses diatonic progressions with high probabilities and excludes or smooths all chromatic 

progressions, yielding the low unsmoothed cross entropy (2.1) and high smoothed cross entropy (3.9).  

 The deClercq-Temperley model performs somewhat well relative to other models: this is likely 

because it uses the method of annotation as the Kostka-Payne corpus. However, the jump between 

smoothed and unsmoothed values indicates that there are several chord progressions that just don’t 

overlap between these two styles. For instance, chords with a root of ^#4 or ^7 never progress to ^5 in 

the popular music corpus, yet both happen with some frequency in the common practice. The McGill-

Billboard corpus’s unsmoothed and smoothed values (2.49 and 3.45, respectively, with an 8% exclusion 

rate) can be attributed to the relative size of its chord vocabulary (as in the Quinn-YCAC model) 

combined with its contrasting syntax (as in the deClercq-Temperley model).  Finally, the Reduced 

YCAC model returns an unsmoothed cross entropy of 2.7,  a smoothed cross entropy of 3.9, and an 

exclusion rate of 10%.19  

 In sum, the Reduced YCAC model seems to provide a sufficient method to organize a musical 

surface into chords that approximate the Kostka-Payne textbook with similar precision to other 

published models. Importantly, these results do not argue that the Reduced YCAC model ideally 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 These results show that cross entropy values do benefit from using the same chord vocabulary (as in the deClecq-
Temperley model) and from a small vocabulary (as in the Tymoczko-Bach model), and that exclusion rates benefit from a 
large vocabulary (as in the Quinn-YCAC and McGill-Billboard models). The Reduced YCAC model produces results that 
somewhat balance these factors: even though it uses the same underlying dataset as does the Quinn-YCAC model, its cross-
entropy rates approach the more-constrained Tymoczko model while sacrificing less exclusion.  
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represents textbook models or even human intuition. However, there exists variation between how 

different theorists would define an ideal model (the difference between the Kostka-Payne and 

Tymoczko-Bach models exhibit the potential variance between different human intuitions when 

creating hand-annotated corpora); and, the Reduced YCAC model seems to exist within this window, 

and does so better than a simple surface model. 

 

An analytical intermezzo: determining the chords of a short passage of free composition 

 Being relatively satisfied with the performance of the reduction model, our hypothetical Martian 

investigator might become curious as to how the model fares in actual music analysis. Example 1a shows 

the first two measures of the last movement of Mozart’s Sonata K. 284 in D major.  Example 1b then 

shows the steps used by the algorithm to reduce the surface into a chordal analysis. For simplicity’s sake, 

the process assumes a division at the half-note pulse (beginning with the eighth-note pulse would 

produce the same results but with several more steps). The left panel divides the pitch contents of the 

surface into these half-note divisions. Because of the passing and neighboring tones in the melody, the 

second halves of both measures host less-standard chord structures; these produce chords that occur less 

frequently in our corpus, and have less-probable bigram transitions between them. The right panel then 

shows which pitches the algorithm identifies as increasing the progressions’ bigram probabilities with 

the x-ed note heads.  

 

Example 1a: Mozart, Sonata in D major, K. 284, iii, mm. 1-2 
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Example 1b: The algorithm’s reductions of the passage 

 

 Our alien would be very pleased with this outcome. They can now represent the passage in two 

different ways: the surface, and its reduction to underlying vocabulary items. Both levels capture a 

different aspect of the passage’s chord usage and harmonic practice, with the former showing the 

specific ways that chord structures are used on the musical surface, while the latter illustrates an 

underlying vocabulary of chords that the surface elaborates upon. The Martian has reached their goal. 

 However, we could easily envision the extraterrestrial again recalling their earlier reading, 

remembering that in some of the more sophisticated treatises they initially read, the authors group 

chords into syntactic categories. In many of these texts, chords are not unique and independent 

structures in and of themselves, but are related to other chords in myriad ways, each affecting their 

grammatical behavior. With terms like “harmonic function” and “contrapuntal prolongation” swirling 

Chords:               I        viadd9+11   ii    V7/9/11                                 I        vi           ii      V                                
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in the back of their mind, the Martian would begin to investigate ways that further vocabulary reduction 

might be possible.  

  

Step 4: Grouping chords by their behavior 

 Insomuch as the reduction process shows the contexts in which constellations of chords and 

scale agrees appear, it interacts with aspects of harmonic function. A chord network like Figure 7 shows 

how various pitch structures “function” like a V chord. The corpus analysis, then, shows how diatonic 

triads can act as syntactic pillars, or as functional paradigms to which other chords are related.  

 Figure 12 shows the bigram relationships between chords in the Reduced YCAC model, 

depicting the seven most-frequent chords – a cutoff that uses chords which appear with a frequency 

higher than 3%, and restricts the grammar to only diatonic triads. (This also means the vi chord is 

excluded, something with interesting implications to our understanding of chord grammars and my 

modeling strategies.20) The font size captures the chords’ relative frequencies, and the arrows’ weights 

show the relative bigram probabilities. In the layout, I have put the two most frequent chords – I and V – 

on the sides of the diagram, and placed the remaining chords in between these most-frequent pillars. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 In the reduced distribution, the vi chord appears with a relatively low frequency. This means that this harmony does not 
appear with a sufficient frequency and with enough of a consistent contextual position to appear at the center of its own 
network. Instead, vi is mapped onto one of its subsets, <1, 3> or <1, 6>, which themselves would map onto the far more 
frequent I, or IV chords. This, obviously, has suggestive implications for our traditional understanding of vi chords as 
functioning comparable to either a tonic or subdominant chord (and, has suggestive overlaps with the Riemann’s 
Scheinkonsonanz concept. 
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Fig. 12: A bigram grammar of the reduced YCAC distribution 

 

 While none of these chords have exactly the same grammatical properties, my arrangement of 

this space shows that certain groups of chords exhibit similar behaviors (something that will come as no 

surprise to music theorists). Figure 13 uses a cluster analysis (as introduced in Chapter 2) to quantify this 

intuition. Here, each of the seven chords is represented as a series of seven numbers that captures that 

chord’s tendency to progress to each other chord: that is, each value in that series shows the proportion 

of times that one chord moves another chord within the Reduced YCAC.  The cluster analysis then 

considers these as points in seven-dimensional space, measures the distance between these points, and 

reduces these distances to a two-dimensional representation, with chords with more similar behaviors 

mapped closer in the space.21 The clusters divide the chords first into tonic and non-tonic chords, then 

show the mediant triad acting notably different from each other non-tonic chord, and finally group the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 This can be done using a variety of methods. Figure 13 uses a “divisive” clustering algorithm that sequentially divides 
points into more and more clusters. The highest horizontal line, for instance, represents the first division made, noticing that 
the two tonic triads act similarly to one another and different from all other chords. 
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V chord separately from the IV, iv, and ii cluster. This clustering suggests that tonic-to-non-tonic 

progressions are the most grammatically significant moves within this corpus, that iii and V act in their 

own unique relationship to I, and the remaining chords exhibit similar transition properties. 

 

Fig. 13: A clustering solution for the corpus-derived transitions of Figure 12 

 

 Figure 14 attempts to reconcile the frequency-based syntax of Figure 12 and the clustering 

insights of Figure 13. Given the syntactic similarities to I, I have shifted the minor tonic chord into the 

same leftward category. As a syntactic outlier and as the reduced corpus’s most-frequent chord, V then 

dominates the rightward category. I then group the remaining chords into a single category, as they each 

tend to move to and from the most frequent chord pillars. Finally, iii – an infrequent chord that appears 

to go to and from many different chords – has been placed in several different categories to show that its 

syntactic roles appear to track those of other more-frequent chords. 
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Fig. 15:  A syntactic categorization of Figure 13 and Figure 14’s chord behaviors 

 

 I have also included labels on this diagram drawn from music theoretic notions of chord 

grammars. First, I call the two main pillars of chord frequency “tonic” and “dominant” since they track 

with these traditional theoretic notions in both chord constituency and behavior. I then use the term 

“intermediate” to describe chords that shuttle between these two syntactic pillars. These chords then 

exhibit two possible behaviors. They can move from and to tonic chords, a relationship I label as 

“plagal” to describe such chords’ behaviors. These intermediate chords can additionally move to 

dominant chords, although chords in the dominant category do not progress back to these intermediate 

chords: I call this relationship “pre-dominant” to describe this move.  
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 There is nothing new about these kinds of categorizations. Schenker (1935) describes 

intermediate chords as progressing between the tonic and dominant Stufen, and the distinctions between 

plagal and pre-dominant functions have been variously described by theorists like Smith (1981), 

Swinden (2005), and Doll (2017). But the corpus modeling of these categories yields an interestingly 

subtle reading of these conceptions of chord function. In particular, there are two qualitatively different 

ways of describing chords in this space: the way they progress versus their frequency. I and V, as the 

overwhelmingly most frequent chords (together they comprise over half of the reduced grammar’s 

probability mass), seem to deserve their own syntactic pillars, since they are both very frequent and act 

very differently from one another. Intermediate chords, then, are “everything else,” the remaining 

probability mass unattached to these functional Leviathans. On the other hand, the pre-dominant and 

plagal functions are defined by how they act in relationship to the tonic and dominant pillars: what it 

means to be an intermediate chord is to not be a tonic or dominant chord within a distribution, while 

what it means to be a plagal or pre-dominant chord depends on the chords’ context in relation to other 

chords.  

 Notably, by analyzing the corpus modeling, we can make claims about different ways that chords 

can “function” within the corpus. Chapter 4 will return to other ways that corpora can express notions 

of harmonic function using only the context of a chord. However, next I will delve into another insight 

of this type of modeling: how voiceleading proximity can further reduce a chord vocabulary.   

 

Step 5: Further Reduction Using Voiceleading Similarity 
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 Our extraterrestrial spectator is not finished. Flipping through several historical and 

contemporary books and articles, they find recurrent claims that two chords often express the same 

grammatical behavior if they differ by only one scale degree related by a half or whole step (e.g., 

Hauptmann 1853, Harrison 1994, Agmon 1995, Lerdahl 2001, Kopp 2002, Cohn 2012). The alien 

considers the functional theories of Hugo Riemann (1893), in which the functional/syntactic pillars are 

construed as Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant along with their respective triadic chord “prototypes”: 

I, V, and IV. Here, the remaining triads available within the diatonic system can then swap for these 

prototypes according to their overlap and voiceleading proximity: a iii chord can, for instance, function 

in the tonic and dominant orbits since it has two overlapping notes with both a I and V chord, and the 

remaining note is related by step to the prototype triad.22  

 The alien takes out (their Martian version of) a pen and paper and doodles Figure 15, dividing 

the I, IV, and V chords into their constituent scale degrees to show the overlap. Looking down, they see 

that, indeed these three triads have minimal scale-degree overlap. The alien then notates the remaining 

triads onto the space, and see that they, conversely, share at least two scale degrees with a prototype 

triad. They shake their head at the ingenuity of humanity, noting also that this is the only solution that 

uses only the YCAC’s most frequent set class, the major triad, and that the three prototypical triads are 

maximally distinct within the diatonic set. (And more delightfully, these properties are overdetermined: 

within the diatonic system, there are only three major triads, and they are maximally distinct within that 

system.) They also notice this is the only solution that relegates the less-frequent minor and diminished 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 I draw the term “prototype” from Agmon’s (1995) formalization of these concepts. 
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triads to points of maximal overlap with the more-frequent prototypes. The extraterrestrial gets to work 

designing a new version of the reduction model, one that now relates chords by proximity using this 

manner of voiceleading relationships. 

 

Fig. 15: The scale-degree constituencies of the I, IV and V triads as maximally distinct 

  

 Following the same logic as our extraplanetary interloper, I modify the reduction model to 

include stepwise equivalencies as well as subset/superset equivalencies. Figure 16 represents the 

vocabulary and grammar produced by applying this procedure to the YCAC, showing those sets that 

occur more than 6% of the time in the resulting distribution as well as the transitions between them. The 

size of the font represents the frequency with which each chord-prototype occurs in the reduced 

vocabulary, the thickness of the arrows represent the proportion of transitions from each chord, and the 

percentages represent the overall probability of each transition between only those chords represented in 

the figure (i.e., the percentages add to 100%). 
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Fig. 16: The YCAC’s vocabulary and syntax when using stepwise transformations within the reduction 

process.  

 

 In this grammar, most chords in the corpus transform into tonic, subdominant, and dominant 

triads. All chords move between each other, but IV progresses to V more than V moves to IV. (Our V-IV 

progressions generally arise from non-cadential uses of V-IV, like a V7-IV6-V65-I series, a IV chord 

prolonging two V chords, or V chords resolving to tonic chords with 6-4 ornamentation.) In terms of 

our gravitational metaphor, introducing a further voiceleading force into the system resulted in the 

further fusing of slices into three larger reduction networks.  

 My broader model of tonal harmony now has three levels: the musical surface, a middle-ground 

reduction that favors triads and seventh chords, and a further reduction that favors three chord 

prototypes. While the subset/superset contextual relationships created asteroids of tertian diatonic 

chords, stepwise voiceleading relationships pulled these asteroids together to fuse into three tonic, 

subdominant, and dominant planets.  
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 Obviously, this model resonates with Riemannian three-function theory, but now shows how 

one would derive this model using corpus and computational processes. In other words, this kind of 

model shows the sort of properties a corpus relies upon to produce a three-function model. In particular, 

this modeling shows that grouping surface events into networks by balancing a) scale-degree 

subset/superset relationships b) voiceleading proximity and c) contextual similarities results in a model 

whose networks favor triads that are optimally distinct in their scale-degree constituency and progress to 

one another in optimally distinct ways. Notably, instead of beginning with an assumption that I, IV, and 

V chords underpin common-practice function, this modeling provides a framework for using corpus-

based reasoning to privilege a three-chord paradigm. Namely, these three chords provide a duo of 

qualities: they are relatively frequent in the corpus and are close in voiceleading space to chords that 

occur in their same context.   

 

An Analytical Illustration: another level of reduction  

 Again, our alien would want to test their reduction method on an actual composition. Example 2 

shows the first two measures of the last movement of Mozart’s Sonata K. 284 in D major parsed using 

voiceleading reduction networks. In the left panel, the arrows and diamond note heads show how the 

algorithm would map these events onto the more-probable chord prototypes. The right panel shows the 

resulting chord prototypes. Now the vi chord following the initial tonic harmony is recognized as 

prolonging that same tonic harmony, and the ii chord beginning the second measure is modified into a 

subdominant harmony in order to complete a maximally probable I-IV-V progression. From this 
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perspective, the surface now expresses a rotation through the three grammatical prototypes identified in 

this corpus. The alien would be quite pleased with themselves – indeed, they now have at their disposal 

methods that use corpus statistics to derive not only a tertian analysis, but also a broader analysis reliant 

on chord prototypes and harmonic function.23 (The concept of harmonic function is multifaceted and 

has a complicated history in music theory: I will delve more deeply into this tradition, teasing apart 

different uses of the term and how they interact with notions of chords’ context and content in my next 

chapter.) 

 

Example 2: The reduction process applied to Example 1, now using voiceleading transformations 

 

 

Step 6: Hierarchy, Consonance, Dissonance 

 We could now imagine the Martian researcher pausing to reflect on their accomplishments thus 

far. They have figured out two potential strategies for mapping a musical surface onto a reduced 

vocabulary, one using a vocabulary similar to traditional diatonic Roman numerals, and the other 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 I present several more in-depth analytical examples in my chapter of musical key, showing how the question of “what is a 
chord” can influence how we read the tonal orientation of some passage.  

Chords:             I                   vi                      ii                       V                                                       I                      –––               IV                          V 
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similar to traditional function theory. Our Martian’s report on Western Classical music’s harmony 

practice can now include a general model that potentially explains aspects of how humans make sense of, 

learn about, and compose the complexities of a musical surface.  

 The alien’s research could then, however, take a qualitative turn. We would imagine that, in 

their reading, they would have noticed that music theorists often frame tonal vocabularies and grammars 

in terms of hierarchy, stability, consonance, and dissonance. The alien might wonder to themselves, 

“Why do music theorists think of tonic chords as an optimally stable sonority, and attribute lesser 

amounts of stability to other harmonies?”, or “What gives a tonic triad its unique stance as a tonal 

home?”, or “Do notions of consonance and dissonance have some kind of statistical underpinning in 

this corpus?” 

 Relating the reduction model to what we know about how humans perceive stability can help 

answer these questions. First, frequency-based modeling resonates with how humans experience feelings 

of stability when presented with certain musical phenomena. Above, we imagined less-probable chord 

events as prolonging or being replaced by more-probable chord events in the reduction process. From a 

cognitive perspective, the frequency with which an observer has been exposed to an event heavily 

predicts how much that observer likes/prefers that event (Zajonc 1968). In these terms, the most-

frequent tonic triad has the potential to be both the most syntactically central and maximally stable 

chord. And, connecting an event’s frequency, its grammatical determinacy, and its position in a tonal 

hierarchy is not new. Theories of scale-degree hierarchy (Krumhansl 1990 and Aarden 2003) argue that 

pitches that are both more frequent and occur in more predictable contexts are perceived as more 
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fundamental and consonant; theories of chord hierarchy like Huron (2006) and White and Quinn 

(2018) similarly argue that pitch structures that occur more predictably and frequently are felt as more 

stable. Relying on these principles, we can more broadly approach the idea of hierarchy and 

prolongation in relation to my corpus modeling.  

 Consider the reduction processes in Examples 1 and 2 and Figures 5 and 6. By 

prolonging/replacing surface events with more probable structures, the reduction process potentially 

depicts a stable framework undergirding a surface structure. If we assume a connection between 

frequency/predictability and notions of stability and hierarchy, then the pitches being removed to 

increase the bigram probabilities can be considered less fundamental and less stable to the overall 

progression. The reduction processes, then, could be seen as producing not only a sequentially more 

constrained chord vocabulary, but also progressively more stable and hierarchically deep structures. 

 Even though this reduction modeling does not consider a particular moment as a specific kind of 

dissonance (be it a neighboring note, a passing motion, an appogiatura or any other kind of particular 

dissonance), it does suggest overlaps between the concept of dissonance and the subset, superset, and 

voiceleading relationships between events of different frequencies and predictability. In fact, if more 

probable, frequent, and predictable structures can be imagined as more stable, it follows that less 

frequent structures would be more unstable.24 The scale degrees that are removed between levels of 

reduction can therefore been seen as unstable and dissonant pitches. This notion of dissonance would be 

relative: surface pitches can be dissonant relative to the middle-ground’s reduction, and middle-ground 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 I am not the first to rely on this kind of logic. Indeed, Temperley 2010 suggests that the concept of “metric dissonance” 
might be defined as rhythmic/metric events that occur on a less probable moment given some musical style’s expectations. 
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pitches can be dissonant relative to the final reduction’s chord prototypes. (Of course, subsets would 

follow a different logic: there, adding chord members only increases their probability, and so none of 

their members are “dissonant.”) 

 Importantly, I am not advocating against more standard, contrapuntal concepts of dissonance 

(i.e., passing tones, appogiaturas, suspensions, and the like) or functional notions of dissonance (i.e., the 

Scheinkonsonanz). Rather, my model suggests a way that corpus data supports these theoretical 

constructs, and even shows how different kinds of dissonance can instantiate a more general case. When 

the reduction process parses a musical surface, the relatively less-frequent non-tertian sonorities created 

by contrapuntal dissonances are removed. When using voiceleading similarities in the reduction 

process, relatively less-frequent triads and seventh chords are reduced to chord prototypes. In both of 

these cases, when composers produce dissonances using contrapuntal elaboration and triadic 

transformations, they create moments that are less predictable, less frequent, and less probable within 

some kind of corpus framework. My model, then, capitalizes on this overarching probabilistic feature of 

these dissonances in its reduction processes, using a more general definition of dissonance than could be 

given by any single particular compositional tactic.   

 

Step 7: Changes between Styles 

 Before finalizing their report to the proper alien authorities, our Martian researcher might 

decide to include a short addendum to make sure the research community of their home planet does not 

get the impression that all human music works in exactly the same way. And this would be wise: 
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obviously, a different corpus with different properties could output a different reduced vocabulary. 

Consider Figure 17, a corpus of American popular music submitted to the same process as the classical 

music corpus. The figure uses the McGill-Billboard corpus (Burgoyne et al. 2013) in the same manner as 

the above common-practice corpora. This corpus’s annotations are very different from those of the 

YCAC: the corpus consists of lead-sheet-style harmonic annotations provided by human analysts rather 

than raw vertical slices. (I will introduce this corpus in more detail in the following chapter.) But 

regardless of these differences, notice several divergences from the YCAC’s reduced vocabulary: the 

subdominant triad overtakes the dominant in frequency, and the subtonic triad (bVII) is present in this 

distribution. However, as in our common-practice corpus, <1, 2, 5> is present in this dataset (encoded as 

Vsus) and acts comparably: it proceeds to I four times more frequently than it proceeds to V. Tracking 

various corpus analyses of popular music (deClerq and Temperley 2011, Burgoyne 2013), it seems that 

different chords have different frequency ranks in these corpora versus common-practice corpora. 

 

 

Fig. 17: Chords in the Reduced McGill-Billboard Corpus (top 85%) 
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 Outside of comparing the basic vocabularies, our methods can show even deeper divides. Figure 

18 is constructed comparably to Figure 16: after adding stepwise voiceleading transformations to the 

reduction process, only a few chord prototypes remain. Again, only chords that occur more than 6% 

within the frequency distribution are represented; the font sizes show the chords’ relative frequencies, 

arrows show the relative transition probabilities from each chord, and percentages show the overall 

transition probabilities. The resulting chord prototypes and the transitions between them are 

dramatically different from that of the common practice. Instead of three maximally distinct triads (or, 

contextual categories), the pitch/contextual space is divided into four areas.  VII (or, <2, 4, b7>), a chord 

that exists two stepwise changes from either IV or V, now occurs often enough to create its own 

gravitational pull, and also now occurs prominently enough to become its own voiceleading prototype. 

(This does not seem to be a specifically minor- (or Aeolian-) mode phenomenon, as VII transitions to 

the major tonic as well as to the minor tonic. This tracks with research in Moore 1992, Burgoyne 2012, 

and White and Quinn, 2018.) While I and IV move to every other chord, I moves most often to IV, and 

IV’s transitions are equally divided. V and VII transition to and from I and IV, but not to each other. 

This dynamic creates a syntactic space oriented around the I-IV axis, with V and VII existing as medial 

points on either side of this central axis. Arguments about harmonic function in popular music are hotly 

debated (see Everett, 2004; Biamonte, 2010; Nobile, 2016, Quinn and White 2018), but are somewhat 

outside of the focus of this chapter. I’ll return to this topic in Chapter, but for our current purposes I 
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simply want to highlight that subjecting a pop-music corpus and a common-practice corpus to the same 

voiceleading reduction methods produces different vocabularies and grammars. 

 

 

Fig. 18: Chord Prototypes in the McGill Billboard Corpus 

 

 These kinds of differences can also be present in chronological divisions of common-practice 

corpora as well, albeit more subtly. Table 1 shows frequencies of chords resulting from the reduction 

process when applied to various chronological subsets of the YCAC. Some interesting differences 

appear: the change from V to V7 as the dominant prototype, the decrease in the minor v chord in the 

distribution as time progresses, and the appearance of II7 (V7/V) between 1751 and 1850 each potentially 

show differences in harmonic practices in different historical eras.25 These differences reflect the stylistic 

distinctions discussed in Chapter 2, and will again play a role in Chapter 6 when I use this approach to 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 The frequencies are also significantly different (p<.01) in a chi-square test, a statistical test that tracks whether categorical 
divisions of data exhibit significantly distinct behaviors. 
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model passages’ key orientations. But, at this point it will suffice to say that different historical eras 

produce significantly different chordal vocabularies according to my reduction procedure. 

 

Table 1. Chords present in the reduced alphabet of five corpora, ranked by frequency. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rank 1650-1700 1701-1750 1751-1800 1801-1850 1851-1900 

1 V: 30% V: 29% I: 31% V7: 27% V7: 28% 

2 I: 25% I: 22% V: 25% I: 23% I: 20% 

3 i: 15% i: 17% i: 8% i: 17% i: 17% 

4 IV: 7% ii7(no 5th): 9% IV: 8% iv: 8% iv: 8% 

5 iv: 6% iv: 7% II7: 6% IV: 6% IV: 7% 

6 v: 4% IV: 5% vi: 5% II7: 5% iii: 6% 

7 II7: 4% v: 5% ii: 3% bVI: 4% bVI: 5% 

8 bVII: 4% iio: 5% v: 3% v: 4% v: 4% 

9 vi: 3% bVI: 4% iio: 3% bIII: 3% II7: 3% 

10 bIII: 3% vi: 3% iv: 2% bVII: 2% ii: 3% 

11 bVI: 2% bIII: 3% bVI: 2% bII: 1% bIII: 2% 

n= 33,020 274,048 203,436 152,641 108,238 
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Cognitive Considerations: Triads and Seventh Chords as Simplification (or, why <1, 5, 6> and <1, 2, 5> 

may not appear in a harmony textbook) 

 From a cognitive, compositional, and pedagogical standpoint, this work shows some properties 

of common-practice music that are both available to listeners as they learn the norms and expectations 

associated with common-practice music and are potential explanations for compositional choices made 

by the corpora’s authors. In this light, our extraterrestrial might have some observations drawn from 

these corpora – some loose ends – that they might be hard pressed to connect to their collection of music 

textbooks and treatises. They might ask themselves– What about the periodic appearance of non-triadic 

structures in reduction methods? And what about chromatic and applied chords? If these structures 

occur so frequently and consistently, why aren’t they generally considered part of a baseline tonal 

vocabulary?  

 One potential explanation might be what David Huron (2006) has called “heuristic listening.” 

Each step in this chapter has focused on different ways to derive a small group of privileged sets from 

some larger universe of possibilities. Framing this kind of discernment as a listening strategy models a 

musical listener relying on patterns that are serviceable but not optimal, the very definition of heuristic 

listening (Huron 2006, 94).  In this framework, a learner identifies a simpler system that works most of 

the time in place of more complicated systems that work all the time, balancing a model’s complexity 

with its predictive power. Consider a model of musical learning that tallies and categorizes each member 

of the enormous vocabulary of all possible events that occur on a musical surface and tracks how every 

vocabulary item progresses to each other item. This listening strategy would work well, but it would be 
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immensely complicated. Instead of keeping track of this massive vocabulary, creating a smaller 

vocabulary reduces the complexity of the model while sacrificing little predictive power.26 Similarly, 

favoring certain prime forms and relying on voiceleading similarities further reduces the complexity of 

the model. This cognitive simplification would then explain why traditional models favor tertian 

sonorities at the expense of non-triadic structures such as <1, 5, 6> and <1, 2, 5>, and favor diatonic sets 

at the expense of applied dominants. While their usage seems statistically important to common-practice 

music, removing them from the system again reduces complexity while forgoing little predictive power. 

In sum, a simplified vocabulary (be it of diatonic triads or chord prototypes) strikes a balance between 

complexity and prediction given the complex surface statistics of common-practice music. 

 This chapter is by no means a comprehensive study of all corpus-derived properties of harmony. 

For instance, while I engage with notions of harmonic function, further work could be done to 

algorithmically model more specific relationships between function and, say, voiceleading or chord 

inversion. Much of this modeling made mild and passing references to music cognition; future work 

could aim, modify, or test these models in relation to human perception and cognition. Overall, this 

chapter has shown how relatively simple chordal vocabularies and grammars can be computationally 

learned by processing the contextual similarities, subset/superset relations, and voiceleading 

relationships within a corpus’s musical surface. I related my findings to notions of harmonic function 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 While there appears to be a general consensus to prefer simpler system with fewer parameters when valuing computational 
or formal representations of human cognition (see Pinker 2000, Temperley 2010, Mavromatis 2009), there has been recent 
work that suggests that our cognitive processes may not be biased toward simple systems, and rather can accommodate large 
amounts parameters and address low-probability events (Arnon and Snider 2010, Arnon and Cohen Priva 2013, Morgan 
2016). 
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and dissonance treatment, and showed how different stylistic variations between corpora result in 

different vocabularies and grammars. Finally, I suggested that this research can inform how we teach 

about chordal vocabularies in our classrooms.  
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Appendix to Chapter 3: 

 

Balancing Content and Context: 

 Equation 1 formalizes how I balance the content and context of chords to create reduction 

networks. The equation acts upon a series of scale-degree sets D with time points 1 to n such that 

𝐷 = (𝑑!,𝑑!…𝑑!), reducing them to other scale-degree sets s such that 𝑆 = (𝑠!, 𝑠!… 𝑠!). The 

equation then produces an “analyzed” chord s by maximizing the contextual probabilities through 

function 𝐶 and the proximity of the two sets through function 𝜋. Here, let us assume  𝐶 is a process that 

produces a contextual probability:   𝐶(𝑠!) is the probability that a given s would occur given the context 

of timepoint j. We define 𝜋 as a process that produces a proximity value between two sets:  𝜋(𝑠! ,𝑑!) 

returns a value that captures the similarity of those two sets. The equation therefore reduces a series of 

surface (less probable) chords using these networks to produce a more likely progression with optimal 

similarity.  
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Equation 1: Relating a surface to a reduced series 

 

 

 

 

Calculating Similarities of Context and Content: 

 Equation 2 shows a formalization of how this chapter’s contextual probabilities are computed 

using bigrams. The probability of a set occurring at timepoint j is contingent upon the sets that have 

occurred at n timepoints previous to j. Here, 2-chord progressions – bigrams –consider the immediately 

preceding chord, such that n=1 in the equation. The probability of a chord occurring is proportional to 

Assume a series of surface scale-degree sets D. 
Each set d occurs at timepoints 1 to n.  

S is then the series of reduced sets along that same 
timeline,

and j is a point within that timeline.

Then, to calculate the reduced set s at timepoint j

we find the set s that maximizes the 
following two values.

The value returned by C, the probability of 
that s occurring at that particular timepoint 

j.

The value returned by π, the proximity 
between the two sets s and d.
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how frequently that chord follows the previous chord in some corpus. Similarly, Equation 3 shows how 

the proximity measurement is implemented: the value of the contextual function is derived from the 

overlap between the two sets. 27 

Equation 2:  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 More specifically, the algorithm’s mathematics involve maximizing the entropy of the sequence’s bigram (or, two-chord 
progression) probabilities. This calculation uses the YCAC’s raw transitions to combine the probability of a chord occurring 
given that the chord before it has occurred, and the probability of the bigram occurring at all. Consider the progression ( <2, 
4>, <2, 5, 7> ). For this pair, the entropy of the progression would be derived from the product of 0.023, and 0.005 (or, 
.00015), the former being the probability of <5, 7> following <2, 4> (or P(<5, 7> given <2, 4> ), and the latter being the 
probability of that succession of two chords occurring at all in the raw corpus. The algorithm recognizes that the progression 
between two of these slices’ supersets, ii-V, produces a lower product: .024, a number lower than any other possible 
subset/superset combination. The reduction process therefore “reduces” ( <2, 4>, <5, 7> ) to the succession ( ii, V ). 

The contextual probability of s at timepoint j

is dependent on what has happened in the n previous 
timepoints,

which is calculated by dividing the probability 
that the previous series of events progresses to 

the current event….

…by the probability that the series 
ends with any event
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Equation 3:  

 

Some Non-Traditional Chords 

 While most of the chord outputs of this chapter’s reduction process are triads or seventh chords, 

a few non-tertian chord structures can be found in the distribution, notably scale degree sets <1, 2, 5> 

and <1, 5, 6>.  To the first of these Example A1 shows two primary situations in which one finds <1, 2, 

5>, as either a passing tonic expansion or a suspended dominant. <1 5,6> is a somewhat more variable 

case: the structure arises in a variety of contexts, two of which is shown in Example A2: as a prolongation 

of a V chord, and as an ornamentation of a cadential pattern. 

 

Example A1: G.F. Handel: Alla Hornpipe HWV 349: mm. 9-10

 

The content similarity of 
the two sets

is proportional to
the intersection (the 

overlap between) the two 
sets
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Example A2: G.F. Handel, Bouree HWV 349: m. 8, Andante HWV 315: mm. 46-47 

 

 

 These sets rise to the top of the distribution because the act like triads: they occur frequently, in 

the same contexts, and their subsets and superset occur in the same situations. Notably, they are unique 

among the non-triadic sets that appear relatively high in the raw YCAC distribution in that they are not 

subsets or supersets of structures that appear more frequently. For instance, the non-triadic scale-degree 

sets <2, 4, 7>, <4, 5, 7>, and <2, 4, 5> are all subsets of the more-frequent V7 set. <1, 2, 5>, therefore, is 

afforded the chance to rises relatively high in the reduced distribution not only because the set itself 

occurs relatively frequently, but because its superset <1, 2, 4, 5> also occurs relatively frequently and 

within the same harmonic contexts, and would therefore reduce to the former trichord.28  

 Example A3 shows a similar situation for set <1, 5, 6>, now in a musical context. The first half of 

measure 49 outlines a dominant triad, potentially with an added seventh, and beat 3 moves to a cadential 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 As outlined above, I constrained the reduction process to reduce to chords of cardinality 3 or higher. This means that <1, 
2>, a set that occurs higher than <1, 2, 5>, is edited to that set. In another model that allowed for dyads to be at the center of a 
reduction network, <1, 2> would be the parent of <1, 2, 5>; the implications of that sort of result will remain for future work. 
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6/4, which continues ornamented into the first eighth note of the fourth beat. The end of the measure, 

however, introduces ^6 in addition to raised ^4 while retaining the dominant and tonic degrees. To a 

theorist’s mind, this moment would likely be read as a viio/V above a dominant pedal. The reduction 

process, however, identifies that duration as a superset of <1, 5, 6>. The algorithm recognizes this set as 

similar to other <1, 5, 6> sets: it’s expanding a cadential 6/4 and moves to a V chord. Since the purely 

contrapuntal set <1, 5, 6> occurs more frequently in this corpus than a viio/V-over-a-dominant-pedal 

chord, the algorithm reduces that moment to the contrapuntal trichord.29  

 

Example A3: Haydn ‘Cello Concert in C major, Hob. VIIb, mm. 49-5.1 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 A further consideration about <1, 5, 6> is that its reduced version proceeds overwhelmingly to V. This is not the case with 
the tonic or subdominant triadic sets to which it could potentially reduce (i.e., if you delete ^6 or ^5, the set becomes a subset 
of the I and IV chords, respectively). Therefore, by choosing to reduce to this set, the algorithm obtains a very high 
transitional probability.  


